Abstract-Dynamic simulation for transient stability assessment is one of the most important, but intensive, computational tasks for power system planning and operation. Several commercial software tools provide functionality for performing multiple dynamic simulations such as those in contingency analysis simultaneously on parallel computers. Nevertheless, a single dynamic simulation is still a time consuming process performed sequentially on one single computing core as the tools were originally designed. Modern high performance computing (HPC) holds the promise to accelerate a single dynamic simulation by parallelizing its kernel algorithms without compromising computational accuracy. Parallelizing a single dynamic simulation is a much more challenging problem than the contingency-type parallel computing. It requires a good match between simulation algorithms and computing hardware. This paper provides guidance for such a match so as to design and implement parallel dynamic simulation to maximize the utilization of computing hardware and the performance of the simulation. The guidance is derived through comparative implementation of four parallel dynamic simulation schemes in two state-of-the-art HPC environments: 1) message passing interface and 2) open multi-processing. The scalability and speedup performance of parallelized dynamic simulation are thoroughly studied to determine the impact of simulation algorithms and computing hardware configurations. Several testing cases are presented to illustrate the derived guidance.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
YNAMIC simulation for assessing transient stability is one of the most important computational tasks that affect the secure operation of the bulk electric power system. It typically solves a large set of differential and algebraic equations (DAEs) many times in a time-stepping manner. These DAEs describe the time-domain trajectories of the electro-mechanical interaction between system loads, generators, transmission lines, and power electronic devices and their controllers, when the system is subject to disturbances. Due to the increasing complexity of today's power grid, the DAEs used for dynamic simulations are of a fairly large size. For example, there are more than 15,000 buses and 2,000 generators in a model representing the entire Western Electricity Coordination Council (WECC) in North America. The model for the Eastern Interconnection can be even several times bigger. Sequential simulation of such large systems could be very time consuming and prohibited for real-time applications. Several commercial software tools [1] - [4] provide functionality for performing multiple dynamic simulations such as those in contingency analysis simultaneously on parallel computers. But a single dynamic simulation is still a time consuming process performed sequentially on one single computing core as the tools were originally designed. The method of distributing a large number of study scenarios to multiple processors or workstations works well for offline studies and some online studies where the total computation time is less critical. However, in more time-critical online studies and predictive applications for preventive/corrective controls, further acceleration of a single simulation is necessary for stabilizing the power grid. High Performance Computing (HPC) technology has advanced rapidly in recent years. Using HPC to accelerate a single dynamic simulation has been recognized as a promising and viable solution [5] , [6] . It becomes feasible and affordable to significantly accelerate the speed of running one single simulation by parallelizing its kernel algorithms while maintaining the same level of computational accuracy. Parallelizing single dynamic simulation requires a good match between simulation algorithms and computing hardware and is a much more challenging problem than the contingency-type parallel computing.
The main objective of this paper is to determine the impact of key algorithmic and HPC parameters so that a good match can be achieved in designing and implementing single dynamic simulation on HPC hardware. The desired result is to maximize the utilization of computing hardware and the performance of the simulation. Based on the thorough analysis of comparative implementations, we derived guidance and recommend the explicit numerical integration method with a fast direct LU (lower and upper) solver as the most efficient algorithm for parallel dynamic simulation of medium to large-scale power systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces HPC concepts and reviews previous HPC-based dynamic simulation research. Section III outlines parallelism in power system dynamic simulation, proposes four implementations for comparison, and provides main implementation procedures. In Section IV, case studies with thorough analysis are provided. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING FOR DYNAMIC SIMULATION A. High Performance Computing Concepts
In the past few decades, HPC hardware has been greatly enhanced with faster computing processors, better bandwidth, and larger shared/distributed memory. According to memory architecture, HPC platforms can be categorized into sharedmemory and distributed-memory computers.
In a shared-memory computer, all its processors operate independently, but share the same global memory resources. On the other hand, in a distributed-memory computer, all its processors operate independently with their own local memory, and access inter-processor memory and transfer data through a communication network. As a result, different application programming interfaces (APIs) have been developed for parallel computing. For shared-memory architecture, Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP) is the most common API to support multiprocessing programming. It consists of a set of compiler directives, library routines, and environment variables to enable run-time parallelism. For distributed-memory architecture, Message Passing Interface (MPI) is the standardized system to define the syntax and semantics of parallelism on distributed-memory cluster machines with multiple computing nodes. Different architectures exhibit different levels of parallelism, and the actual performance of parallelization may vary in terms of speedup and scalability. In either case, performance saturation could be observed at some point with the increasing number of processors. This paper designs and implements four parallel dynamic simulation schemes in two state-of-the-art HPC environments, namely OpenMP and MPI, to maximize the utilization of computing hardware and the performance of the simulation.
B. Power System Dynamic Simulation
Dynamic simulation analyzes the transient stability of a power system. It typically solves a set of differential and algebraic equations as represented by (1) .
The differential equation set (1) describes the system dynamics contributed by generators and other dynamic devices, such as dynamic loads, DC transmission, and Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) devices. The algebraic equation set (1b) comprises the stator equations of each machine (in complex reference frame) coupled to the equations of the network and loads. In particular, the vector x represents dynamic state variables such as generator rotor angles and speeds, and the vector u represents algebraic variables such as network bus voltage magnitudes and phase angles, or real and imaginary parts of the bus voltage.
Research on parallel dynamic simulation dates back to the 1980s. Parallel algorithms for dynamic simulation falls into two categories: i) parallel-in-space, and ii) parallel-in-time.
• Parallel-in-space methods take advantage of decoupling of different machines (and their controllers) in differential equations, and algebraize and solve these equations in parallel using alternating schemes. Examples of early applications in 1990s are the parallel Newton-type methods implemented in [7] , and the real-time digital simulator developed in [8] .
• Parallel-in-time methods formulate and solve multiple time steps simultaneously, as first suggested by Alvarado [9] to parallelize dynamic simulation, and then a parallel implementation of Waveform Relaxation (WR) methods developed by Crow et al. [10] , [11] . To further enhance parallelism, Scala et al. [12] developed a highly parallel method using a Gauss-Jacobi-like relaxation algorithm and a multi-grid technique, which is also referred as parallel in space and time. Decker et al. [13] applied conjugate gradient methods to realize space and time parallelization in simultaneous implicit method. Many of these early studies only carried out theoretical speedup analysis and/or simulated parallel solution on a single core machine, without implementation and tests on actual parallel computers.
As HPC technologies have greatly advanced in recent years, many of these parallel schemes or their improved version have been implemented and evaluated on actual parallel computers. Shu et al. [14] presented an integrated solution to parallel power system transient stability analysis based on a multilevel partition scheme and a hierarchical spatial algorithm. In [15] and [16] , Instantaneous Relaxation (a modified version of WR) was proposed and implemented on general purpose graphics processing unit (GPU), where a substantial increase in speed was observed for the GPU-based simulation. Abhyankar and Flueck [17] implemented real-time power system dynamic simulation using system partition and a parallel Block-Jacobi preconditioned Newton-GMRES linear solver on a shared memory machine. Soykan et al. [18] have studied a parallel-in-space algorithm based on a multilevel partitioning scheme on an Infiniband cluster system with 128 cores. In our previous work [19] , we have implemented spatial parallelization as well as parallel solution of network equations in FORTRAN on Superdome (a multi-core, shared-memory HPC machine) for WECC system using up to 64 threads. Gurrala et al. [20] proposed an approach for reliable implementation of Parareal method with detailed models of power systems for an array of system sizes for various disturbances. An waveform relaxation method has been presented for dynamic simulation and benchmarked on a symmetric multiprocessor server equipped with eight 8-core Intel Xeon CPUs using OpenMP [21] .
The design of parallel dynamic simulation is challenging because it involves many aspects such as network modeling, integration methods, and HPC platforms. Each of the above-mentioned papers has only focused on one or two of these aspects and evaluated implementation schemes using different test systems and HPC hardware. As a result, it is difficult to fairly compare different designs and implementations of parallel dynamic simulation using HPCs. In this paper, we first develop four parallel dynamic simulation implementations with various combinations of algorithmic and HPC technical parameters. The four implementations are then thoroughly tested and compared using same test systems with the latest HPC technologies, in order to provide insights and guidance on parallel dynamic simulations.
III. HPC DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In dynamic simulations, at each step, the differential equation set (1a) needs to be first discretized into algebraic equations, which are then lumped with the original algebraic equation set (1b) to be solved. Numerical integration methods that are used to discretize differential equations can be categorized into explicit and implicit methods. Explicit integration methods directly calculate value of a variable at current step using value of variables at previous steps. On the other hand, implicit integration methods express variables at current step as a function of variables at both current and previous steps.
The network equations in (1b) can be represented using full or reduced Ybus (admittance matrix). In the full Ybus method, the vector of current injections at each bus is expressed as the production of full Ybus and vector of bus voltages [22] , as shown in (2) .
In the reduced Ybus method, the network equations are reduced by eliminating the buses without dynamic models. For example, for an n-bus, m-generator power system with classical generator model and constant impedance load, the network equation can be reduced to generator internal buses following the steps in [23] and [24] . The network equations can be reduced to
where The selection of integration and network modeling (reduced or full Ybus) methods can significantly affect the design of parallel dynamic simulations using HPC. This work demonstrates comparative development of parallel dynamic simulation considering four main parameters:
• Network modeling, e.g., reduced or full Ybus.
• Numerical integration, e.g., explicit or implicit method.
• Linear solvers, e.g., direct or iterative solver.
• HPC environments and APIs, e.g., shared-memory with OpenMP, or distributed-memory with MPI. Four implementations are designed to explore the significance and impacts of these parameters, which are described as follows.
A. Implementation 1: Reduced Ybus With Modified Euler Method
With Modified Euler integration method, the differential equation set and algebraic set in (1) can be solved alternately. In particular, the differential equation set (1a) is solved by integration for x, and the algebraic set (1b) is solved separately for u. Since different machines are not coupled in the differential equation set, the parallelization of solving (1a) is straightforward in both OpenMP and MPI.
In the reduced Ybus method, one needs to first calculate Y red in order to formulate the network equation set in (3). Once Y red is obtained, solving (3) for I E at each step simply becomes evaluation of a matrix and a vector multiplication, which can be immediately parallelized using OpenMP.
The key to parallelizing this implementation is the calculation of Y red using (4), which requires solving the linear system
where
The calculation of X can be decomposed into multiple independent linear equations
where X(k) and Y nm (k) are the k th column of X and Y nm , respectively, to be solved in parallel on multiple processors simultaneously. In this work, an efficient direct LU linear solver with Approximate Minimum Degree (AMD) ordering algorithm [25] is applied to solve this linear system. The reduced Ybus needs to be calculated every time an event (e.g., line tripping) occurs in the power system. Reducing the times of completely re-solving the linear system in (6) can significantly save computational cost. In this work, we only solve the linear system once for the original power system. Whenever an event occurs, the Woodbury matrix identity method [26] is used to only apply incremental changes Y nn to the original admittance matrix Y nn to account for the changes in the network. Let Y nn = UBV, where U, B, and V can be formulated based on the incremental change. One can then solve
where Y −1 nn Y nm is already computed when building the reduced Ybus for the original system. The computation of Y −1 nn U is significantly reduced because Y nn is already factorized as the product of LU components (lower and upper triangular matrices) in previous steps. The B matrix actually represents the changes in the network topology, the size of which is only 2 by 2 for a line tripping event. In this case, the computation of (B −1 + VY −1 nn U) −1 is reduced to the computation of the inverse of a 2 by 2 matrix.
It is worth mentioning that the modified Euler method only uses derivatives of the previous time step, but it requires the network equations to be solved twice at each time step. An alternative is the Adams-Bashforth method, which approximates the 2 nd order of Taylor series using derivatives at two previous steps, and therefore it requires the network equations to be solved only once at each time step. The speedup of using the Adams-Bashforth method is about two times faster than the modified Euler method without sacrificing accuracy.
B. Implementation 2: Reduced Ybus With Trapezoidal Method
The Trapezoidal method is the most popular implicit integration method because it is simple yet able to avoid both numerical instability and hyper-stability [27] , [28] . Hence, it is selected and tested in this work. The Trapezoidal integration method converts (1) into a larger set of nonlinear algebraic equations, which can be solved by Newton's methods. Using Newton's methods, one needs to first construct the Jacobian matrix (8) for the large set of algebraic equations.
where F denotes the resulting algebraic set by discretizing differential equations (1a). Then, the linear system
is solved several times at each time step to find a converged solution to the original nonlinear equations. There are several scientific computation toolkits and libraries to support parallel solution of nonlinear and linear equations, such as PETSc [29] , HYPRE [30] [33] , was developed at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) specifically for power grid computation to make it easy to utilize those basic parallel math libraries and facilitate HPC programming. In this work, PETSc TS solver is called to solve the larger set of nonlinear equations, which only requires the evaluation function with Jacobian matrix as input. Both of them can be constructed in a distributed way across processors in MPI environment to utilize the power of multiple cores.
C. Implementation 3: Full Ybus With Modified Euler Method
For dynamic simulation with classical machine models, the internal voltage E is constant. At each step, the network equation (3) computes the multiplication of a dense matrix and a vector for I E , which is then used as input to integrate the differential equations. In existing commercial dynamic simulation tools, dynamic models in differential equations are more complicated and usually packaged with the terminal voltage and current as the interface to network equations. More specifically, each dynamic model in differential equations takes the bus voltage V from network equations as input, and returns current injection I to the network equations. On the other hand, the network equations (2) are solved for bus voltage V using the injection current I from dynamic models. The linear system is large but very sparse. For a WECC system with about 16,000 buses, 20,000 branches, and 2,500 generators, the sparsity of Y full is about 0.0002, i.e., only 0.02% matrix elements are non-zero.
In this implementation, the modified Euler method is again used as the integration method for differential equations. At each time step, the vector of state variables are uniformly distributed to different processors to solve the differential equations of each machine independently and simultaneously using MPI. The position of nonzero elements in Y full remains the same when there is no topology change in power systems, which much facilitates the distribution of Y full to different processors. When solving the linear system in the network equation (2), the direct solver of LU factorization with AMD ordering is found to be most efficient in this work. To take advantage of the fact that Y full remains the same when there is no change in network topology, the LU decomposition as the most time consuming part is only performed once for the steps with network topology changes. Only forward/backward substitutions operations are performed to solve the network equation at the other steps.
D. Implementation 4: Full Ybus With Trapezoidal Method
The reduced Ybus method is used in Implementation 2. Because Y red is a dense matrix, the sub-matrix J gx in (8) is also a dense matrix. When using Newton's methods to solve the nonlinear equation set, the linear equation (9) is extremely time consuming to solve. On the other hand, full Ybus is a larger but sparse matrix. With full Ybus method, the Jacobian matrix (8) is also sparse. Therefore, in this subsection, the full Ybus together with Trapezoidal integration method are used to explore the sparsity for parallel computing, compared with Implementation 2. In addition, Dishonest Newton method is used to speed up the computation in solving the nonlinear algebraic equations. The implementation was carried out in OpenMP using SuperLU as the linear solver.
IV. RESULTS
Two test systems were used to compare the performance of the four different implementations of parallel dynamic simulation. The first is a medium-size system containing 288 generators, 1,081 buses, and 1,689 branches, which is referred as "288-gen" system. This model is reduced from a planning model of the entire WECC system for the 2009 heavy summer operating condition, with model equivalence techniques applied to preserve the California service area only. The second system is a larger-size WECC model containing 
A. Implementation 1: Reduced Ybus With Modified Euler Method
This implementation was developed in FORTRAN using OpenMP, and tested on a shared-memory HPC called Superdome, which has 64 1.6GHz dual-core processors and 256GB of global shared memory. The total execution time of a 30-second simulation, including the calculation of reduced Ybus and step-by-step integration, using different number of processors is shown in Table I for 288-gen, and Table II for the WECC-size. As can be seen, for both systems, 30-second simulation can be completed within less than 10 seconds, achieving faster-than-real-time computation. This is especially of significance for the WECC-size system, because such faster-than-real-time performance cannot be achieved with a single-core implementation in today's commercial tools.
The speedup curves are plotted in Fig. 1 , where the speedup is calculated by normalizing the simulation time for each number of processors in terms of the single processor simulation time. A couple of observations can be made as follows. First, the overall scalability for both cases is good in terms of the increasing speedup achieved with increasing numbers of processors. Second, best performance is achieved for 288-gen system with 8 processors, and simulation speed decreases as using more processors. This performance saturation is due to communication overhead as data exchange increases with more processors. It is also expected that the speedup performance becomes saturated more quickly for smaller system than a larger one, because the communication overhead dominates the solution sooner for smaller systems. For example, the WECC system has much better scalabilitythe simulation time continues to decrease even with 64 processors.
B. Implementation 2: Reduced Ybus With Trapezoidal Method
This implementation was developed in C++ using MPI, and tested on the PNNL Institutional Computing (PIC) Olympus supercomputer [34] , which has 692 nodes with dual 16-core 2.1GHz processors and 64GB of memory. The execution time of a 30-sec simulation for 288-gen system is provided in Table III . The speedup performance with different number of processors is plotted in Fig. 2 .
As can be seen in Fig. 2 , the scalability of the implementation is good-the computation time drops approximately linearly as the number of processors increases. However, the total computation time is much longer than implementation 1. In our implementation, the DAEs are evenly distributed to different processors only based on their equation indices, without considering the interaction between variables and equations. This results in frequent inter-processor memory access, which increases the communication overhead and decreases the performance of parallel computing in this implementation. A small improvement in performance can be expected by first partitioning the power system based on their natural coupling and then distributing the computation accordingly. Nevertheless, this implementation suffers algorithm deficiency because it requires repeatedly solving large linear systems with a dense matrix, which is very time consuming. The test results using 288-gen system are enough for the purpose of comparing this implementation with others and demonstrating the importance of deliberate design of parallel implementation. There is no need for comprehensive tests on the WECC-size system, where a simulation of 30-second could take hours with this implementation.
C. Implementation 3: Full Ybus With Modified Euler Method
This implementation was developed using MPI in C++ by calling PETSc solvers, and tested on the PIC Philo nodes-an HPC consisting of 16 nodes, each of which has 16 1.2GHz processors and 20MB cache memory.
Several direct and iterative linear solvers in PETSc have been tested and compared for solving (2) using the WECC-size system. Table IV lists the solution time for one full solution (including both factorization and forward/backward substitutions) of the linear equation. The direct solver of LU factorization with AMD ordering (LU+AMD) is found to be most efficient in our tests. In this implementation, the full Ybus for each network topology is only factorized once, and the obtained factorization is repeatedly used for forward/backward substitutions to solve the linear system at each step, taking only about 0.0005-0.001 seconds for the WECC-size system. Parallel linear solvers, such as SuperLU_DIST and MUMPS have been tested as shown in Table IV , but their scalability is very limited because the size of the linear system is not large enough. The direct LU solver outperforms the parallel solvers such as SuperLU_DIST and MUMPS for our test systems. The total execution time consists of two parts: i) construction of Full Ybus, and ii) the step-by-step integration time, which has three components: vectorized computation (vector), data distribution across processors (scattering), and linear system solution (solver). The solution time results are provided for 288-gen system in Table V . With this implementation, the 288-gen system is too small to obtain any benefits from parallelization because the speedup in computation cannot compensate the increasing time in overheads.
The solution time results for WECC-size system is provided in Table VI . The speedup performance is plotted in Fig. 3 . As can be seen, the time required to build the full Ybus drops significantly with increasing number of processors in use. Nevertheless, the speedup of the total execution time is relatively flat for the following reasons:
• Parallelization helps to speed up the vectorized computation, but limited. • LU solver with AMD is a sequential solver which does not benefits from parallelization. Though parallel linear solvers provides better scalability with more processors, the solution time is not shorter because our test systems are too small to see the benefit of scalability as shown in Table IV . The increasing complexity of future power systems would require analyzing larger models, for which parallel linear solvers need to be examined again and may show more favorable performance. With Implementation 3, even though the total solution time exhibits poor scalability, the dynamic simulation can still be completed in real time. The execution time is 15 seconds with 8 processors, which is only half of the 30-second simulation time, and 15 seconds ahead of real time.
D. Implementation 4: Full Ybus With Trapezoidal Method
This implementation was developed in FORTRAN using OpenMP, and tested on the FAT nodes-a shared-memory HPC consisting of 4 nodes, each of which has 16 dualcore AMD Interlagos processors and 128GB of memory. The multithreaded SuperLU package is used to solve the linear system in Dishonest Newton method. The solution time for the 288-gen system using full Ybus methods is provided in Table VII . Similarly as the previous trapezoidal method approach in Section IV-B, the WECC-size system is omitted, due to extremely poor performance compared to Implementation 1 and 3.
As can be seen, because of the sparsity of full Ybus, the solution time is much faster than the reduced Ybus in Implementation 2 (see Table III ). Nevertheless, the speedup as a function of the number of processors is quite flat due to the sequential nature of LU decomposition in multithreaded SuperLU direct solver in shared-memory environment. One future work is to implement and test this method in MPI environment to accommodate fast linear solvers to speed up the solution.
E. Summary, Comparison and Observations of Results
The variations and connections of the four parallel implementations of dynamic simulation are listed in Table VIII . In summary,
• Implementation 1 applies the Woodbury method to obtain reduced Ybus, computes current injection in network • Implementation 2 formulates the Jacobian matrix using reduced Ybus, and then calls PETSc TS solver to iteratively solve the problem in MPI environment.
• Implementation 3 calls a linear solver to network equations with full Ybus, and vectorizes the variables to uniformly distribute the computation across multiple processors using MPI.
• Implementation 4 formulates the Jacobian matrix using full Ybus, and solves the nonlinear systems with Dishonest Newton method in a shared-memory environment using OpenMP, where multithreaded SuperLU package is used as the linear solver. In particular, Implementation 1 and 3 adopt explicit Modified Euler integration method, and solve the differential and algebraic equation sets in an alternative manner. On the other hand, Implementation 2 and 4 adopt implicit Trapezoidal method, and formulate a large set of algebraic equation set so that the differential and algebraic equations are solved simultaneously. Such scheme provides better stability performance but requires much more computation.
Regardless of the diversity of HPC computing resources and APIs, simulations on the same test systems provide a benchmark to compare the performance of different implementations horizontally and vertically. Table IX lists the execution time for each implementation on the 288-gen system and the WECC-size system, based on available test results. The following observations can be obtained:
• Implementation 1 provides the best simulation speed of both test systems.
• Implementation 1 and 3 can achieve faster-than-realtime simulation for both test systems regardless of the type of admittance matrix and HPC environments, while Implementation 1 has a better scalability over Implementation 3.
• Implementation 2 has a good scalability for 288-gen system, but has the worst performance in absolute simulation times.
• Implementation 2 and 4 are subject to heavy computational cost due to the updates of evaluation function and Jacobian matrix at each integration time step. Implementation 4 has better performance than Implementation 2. Based on the theoretical analysis and test results, we derive the following guidance on design of parallel dynamic simulation using HPC:
• Real time dynamic simulation can be achieved using both reduced and full Ybus in alternating scheme with explicit integration. While reduced Ybus method provides the best performance in both absolute simulation time and scalability for large systems, full Ybus method is more compatible with dynamic model library in existing commercial tools, and can be adopted easily.
• Numerical integration method and strategy to interact differential and algebraic equation sets are crucial to HPC implementation. Alternating strategy with explicit integration methods such as Modified Euler or AdamsBashforth is more straightforward for parallel implementation and run several times faster compared with simultaneous method with implicit integration methods.
• The direct solver using LU factorization with AMD ordering method is fast and easy to implement in either a parallel or sequential manner.
• Both shared-memory with OpenMP and distributedmemory with MPI computers can achieve satisfactory performance of dynamic simulation. Using OpenMP on shared-memory computers is more compatible with traditional commercial software design, thus enabling easier transition of existing software codes onto parallel computers.
• For small to medium-size power systems, parallel simulation with reduced Ybus algorithm using OpenMP on shared-memory computer has the best performance. For medium to large-scale power systems, full Ybus algorithm using MPI on clusters typically provides better performance. Overall, explicit numerical integration method with fast direct LU solver is most efficient according to the four compared implementations and thus recommended for developing general HPC-based parallel dynamic simulation on medium to large-scale power system dynamic simulation cases.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents thorough comparison of algorithms, HPC designs and development details of four parallel dynamic simulation implementations using different HPC resources and technologies. The significance and impact of a set of algorithmic and HPC technical parameters on the scalability and speedup performance of parallel dynamic simulation implementation are explored and identified to achieve a good match in designing and implementing single dynamic simulation on HPC hardware. The explicit numerical integration method with a fast direct LU solver is recommended as the most efficient algorithm for parallel dynamic simulation of medium to large-scale power systems based on the comparison results.
Parallelizing the computation of numerical integration with fast linear solver enables real-time, or even faster-thanreal-time, dynamic simulation. The comparative studies in this paper provide baseline information as summarized in Section IV.E for developers to consider the most fitting algorithm and optimal parallelization scheme when developing parallel dynamic simulation application on their HPC computing hardware to maximize the utilization and benefits of HPC resources.
